THE LEADING SIS FOR ONLINE LEARNING

Virtual and Blended schools throughout the world
depend on the Genius SIS student information
system to facilitate customized, effective and
professional school operations. Genius integrates
with over twenty commercial and proprietary
Learning Management Systems (LMS), eight
payment gateways, and delivers a comprehensive
feature set that is powerful but designed to be
incredibly easy to use.

“Genius SIS is attentive to detail, produces quick
results, goes above and beyond to please their
clients and takes pride in the work they do.”

“I have been impressed with the commitment shown
by Genius SIS to get us operational and in helping
to build a solution that we need going forward.”

“Genius SIS has been excellent to work with to meet
our unique needs. The tool itself empowers users, and
has created efficiencies. I see only good things ahead.”

“You have no idea how much we all appreciate
the service and commitment. Compared
to what I am used to… this is heaven.”
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FEATURES
ADMISSIONS

REGISTRATION

Students create their own account and
submit an application to the school,
which goes through a customizable
acceptance process until it is accepted.

Students select the courses they would
like to be enrolled in, and the school
staff (or the local school) approves these
requests, which turn into enrollments.

STUDENT PORTAL

REPORTING

Students can request courses, track their
academic progress, view calendar events
and make payments using their portal.

There are more than 30 existing reports,
including completion reports, and
users can create and save new reports
using a powerful report builder. Data
can be exported to Excel format.

ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT
School staff can track the progress of
students enrolled in courses and send emails
to students matching some criteria using
existing templates or creating new ones.

ROLLING ENROLLMENTS
AND DYNAMIC PACING

STUDENT MANAGEMENT
Genius SIS tracks student information
such as personal information, transcript
history, communication history, course
requests and general ledger.

ELEGANT AND INTUITIVE
INTERFACE

Rolling enrollments are fully supported,
so students may have different start
dates for their enrollments. Pacing may
be defined based on the enrollment
length to track student progress.

Through the use of dashboards and
user-friendly screens, Genius SIS offers
comprehensive access to information and
an easy data visualization interface.

STAFF MANAGEMENT
Genius SIS also tracks teacher information,
including personal information, utilization
levels (to ensure appropriate enrollment
numbers), certifications and performance.

INTEGRATION WITH
EXTERNAL SYSTEMS
Genius SIS can be integrated with
Learning Management Systems (LMS), and
offers an extensive API that lets external
applications access and manipulate
the data stored by Genius SIS.

ASSET TRACKING
Materials can be assigned to sections, so that
upon enrollment the asset is automatically
reserved and shows up in a shipping report.

BRANDING AND ACCESS
Genius SIS can be used by multiple
schools or programs under a main
entity. Each sub-division may have its
own branding and will only have access
to their data and their students.

ACCOUNTING
Genius SIS interfaces with external payment
services such as Google Checkout and
PayPal so that students can make online
payments, and different amounts can be
charged to different student groups.

ADMINISTRATION
The system administration can easily
setup new users, configure their access,
track logs, edit school parameters,
edit dynamic lists and much more.
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